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ABSTRACT 
ON THE SÂLİM AND SAFÂYİ TEZKİRES OF BİOGRAPHİCAL 
İNFORMATİONS ARE COMPARED OF  
Hava YEŞİLYURT 
M.sc. Thesis, Department of Turkish Language and Literature 
Supervisor: Doç. Dr. Hasan GÜLTEKİN 
Biographies and biographical sources are among the very crucial that 
works in terms of culture and literature. Among in biographical works are of 
undoubtedly importance primarily tezkires. 
In Classical Turkish Literature both biographies of poets and gives 
examples of selected poems which tezkires are literary works source today’s 
biography works. 
This thesis examines, Sâlim and Safâyi tezkires which the 18th two major 
of tezkires were accepted,  examined for comparasion biographical informations 
and two tezkires to so called the biographical similarities and differences has tried 
to put forward by comparing.  
Şuara tezkires that the most important material of our history will try to 
contribute to the scientific world by comparing. 
KEY WORDS: Tezkire, Biography, Mustafa Safâyi Efendi Tezkire-i 
Safâyi Sâlim Efendi Tezkiretü’ş-şu‘arâ. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
